The homologous operons for P1 and P7 plasmid partition are autoregulated from dissimilar operator sites.
The plasmid-partition regions of the P1 and P7 plasmid prophages in Escherichia coli are homologues which each encode two partition proteins, ParA and ParB. The equivalent P1 and P7 proteins are closely related. In each case, the proteins are encoded by an operon that is autoregulated by the ParA and ParB proteins in concert. This regulation is species-specific, as the P1 proteins are unable to repress the P7 par operon and vice versa. The homologous ParA proteins are primarily responsible for repression and bind to regions that overlap the operon promoter in both cases. The DNA-binding domain of the P7 autorepressor lies in the amino-terminal end of the P7 ParA protein. This region includes a helix-turn-helix motif that has a clear counterpart in the P1 ParA sequence. However, despite the common regulatory mechanism and the similarity of the proteins involved in repression, the promoter-operator sequences of these two operons are very different in sequence and organization. The operator is located downstream of the promoter in P1 and upstream of it in P7, and the two regions show little, if any, homology. How these differences may have arisen from a common ancestral form is discussed.